Characterizing the Switching Transitions of an Adsorbed Peptide by Mapping the Potential Energy Surface.
Peptide adsorption occurs across technology, medicine, and nature. The functions of adsorbed peptides are related to their conformation. In the past, molecular simulation methods such as molecular dynamics have been used to determine key conformations of adsorbed peptides. However, the transitions between these conformations often occur too slowly to be modeled reliably by such methods. This means such transitions are less well understood. In the study reported here, discrete path sampling is used for the first time to study the potential energy surface of an adsorbed peptide (polyalanine) and the transition pathways between various stable adsorbed conformations that have been identified in prior work by two of the authors [ Mijajlovic , M. ; Biggs , M. J. J. Phys. Chem. C 2007 , 111 , 15839 - 15847 ]. Mechanisms for the switching of adsorbed polyalanine between the stable conformations are elucidated along with the energetics of these switches.